Addendum
Effective Workload Strategies for the Online Environment

TEACHING STRATEGIES

A.	Strategy 10: Develop an “Expectations for Student” page 
1.	Explanation: An introductory paragraph about the instructor expectations of student’s online behavior such as:
a)	Number of logons per week
b)	Participation in chat rooms
c)	Posting to bulletin/message boards
d)	Email, etc.
2.	Benefits:
a)	Clear communication from instructor from beginning
b)	Students are accountable
c)	Students will form habit and therefore, will remain engaged and active throughout course.
d)	Decreases amount of “friendly reminders” throughout course.
e)   No cost is involved
3.	Limitations:
a)	Extra time up front for planning purposes
4.	Rating:
a)	5 
b)	With this statement at the beginning of the course, students are then accountable because instructor gives a clear outline of expectations.  The students will then get into the habit of communicating and using various online tools.  

B.	Strategy 11: Construct an Online Activity Rubric
1.	Explanation: Students online activity can be graded using a rubric that will define expectations and allocate specific points for achievement.  Online activities that could be mentioned on this rubric are:
a)	An allocated number of logons per week (students should exceed minimum listed)
b)	Time restraint or number of postings on bulletin/message boards
c)	Specific number of chat sessions to participate in
2.	Benefits:
a)	Saves time tallying up final grades
b)	Expectations are graded
3.	Limitations:
a)	Student correspondence may not be an “authentic” learning experience because it is forced (and graded)
b)	 Extra time involved up front constructing the rubric
c)	May seem to be looking for quantity rather than quality
4.	Rating:
a)	4
b)	By incorporating this rubric, it will ensure student participation in courses.  Otherwise, the students will lose points.  However, students may tend to go for quantity of remarks or logons over the quality.  The instructor should emphasize that both are important, but quality will provide for a greater learning experience.

A.	Strategy 10:  Initiate Student Helpers
1.	Explanation:  Instructors will “hire” student helpers (within course) to aid other students in learning how to operate within an online course.  The student helpers will also help the instructor with any needs he/she has with the course.  In addition, the helpers should be good examples of an ideal online student and have taken at least one other online course.
2.	Benefits:  
a)	More time for instructor to focus on course related inquires rather than technical issues.
b)	Student helpers will gain great experience.
c)	Little or no expense (depending on whether or not to pay helpers a stipend)
d)  Promotes good communication among students in class.  
3.	Limitations:
a)	Choosing may cause jealousy among students.
4.	Rating:
a)	5
b)	Having student helper(s) during an online course could greatly reduce the workload of instructors giving them more time to devote to course material and students.

B.	Strategy 11: Embed Site Index into LMS
1.	Explanation:  A general site index of LMS will help instructors access course information quickly.   
2.	Benefits:
a)	Quicker retrieval times to find certain pages
b)	Helps those who have slower modems access information that takes a while to load.
c)	Instructors can work at their home/remote computer which may have dial-up service.
3.	Limitations:
a)  Additional IT hours needed to construct
4.	Rating:
a)	5
b)	This will enable those attempting to access information from a slower modem to have much quicker retrieval times.  Very time efficient.


